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Soil Gas Sampling using the PostRun Tubing (PRT) System.

The Tools for Site Investigation
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Soil Gas Sampling — PRT System Operation
Basics
Using the Post-Run Tubing System, one can drive probe rods to
the desired sampling depth, then insert and seal an internal
tubing for soil gas sampling. The usual Geoprobe probe rods
and driving accessories and the following tools are required:
• PRT Expendable Point Holder
• PRT Adapter
• Selected PRT Tubing

Preparation
1. Clean all parts prior to use. Install O-rings on the
PRT Expendable Point Holder and the PRT adapter.
2. Inspect the probe rods and clear them of all obstructions.

PRT SYSTEM PARTS
PRT Expendable Point Holder, PRT Adapters, Tubing, and O-rings.

3. TEST FIT the adapter with the PRT fitting on the expendable
point holder to assure that the threads are compatible and
fit together smoothly.
NOTE: PRT fittings are left-hand threaded.
4. Push the adapter into the end of the selected tubing. Tape
may be used on the outside of the adapter and tubing to
prevent the tubing from spinning freely around the adapter
during connection – especially when using Teflon tubing
(Figure 1).
REMEMBER: The sample will not contact the outside of
the tubing or adapter.

Figure 1. Securing adapter to tubing with tape. NOTE: Tape does
not contact soil gas sample.

Figure 2. Insertion of tubing
and PRT adapter.
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Figure 3. Engaging threads
by rotating tubing.

Soil Gas Sampling — PRT System Operation
Probing

Probe Rod

Drive the PRT tip configuration into the ground. Connect
probe rods as necessary to reach the desired depth. After
depth has been reached, disengage the expendable point by
pulling up on the probe rods. Remove the pull cap from the
top probe rod, and position the Geoprobe unit to allow room to
work.

Connection
1. Insert the adapter end of the tubing down the inside
diameter of the probe rods (Figure 2).
Tubing

PRT Adapter

2. Feed the tubing down the rod bore until it hits bottom on
the expendable point holder. Allow about 2 ft.
(610 mm) of tubing to extend out of the hole before cutting
it.
3. Grasp the excess tubing and apply some downward
pressure while turning it in a counterclockwise motion to
engage the adapter threads with the expendable point
holder (Figure 3).

O-Ring

4. Pull up lightly on the tubing to test engagement of the
threads. (Failure of adapter to thread could mean that
intrusion of soil may have occurred during driving of probe
rods or disengagement of drive point.)

PRT Expendable
Point Holder
O-Ring

Expendable
Drive Point

A cross section of probe rods driven to
depth and then retracted to allow for
soil gas sampling. The PRT adapter
and tubing are now fed through the
rods and rotated to form a vacuumtight connection at the point holder.
The result is a continuous run of
tubing from the sample level to the
surface.
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Sampling
1. Connect the outer end of the tubing to the Silicone Tubing
Adapter and vacuum hose (or other sampling apparatus).
2. Follow the appropriate sampling procedure for collecting a
soil gas sample (Figure 1).

Removal
1. After collecting a sample, disconnect the tubing from the
vacuum hose or sampling system.
2. Pull up firmly on the tubing until it releases from the
adapter at the bottom of the hole. (Taped tubing requires a
stronger pull.)
3. Remove the tubing from the probe rods. Dispose of
polyethylene tubing or decontaminate Teflon tubing as
protocol dictates.
4. Retrieve the probe rods from the ground and recover the
expendable point holder with the attached PRT adapter.
5. Inspect the O-ring at the base of the PRT adapter to verify
that proper sealing was achieved during sampling. The Oring should be compressed. This seal can be tested by
capping the open end of the point holder applying vacuum
to the PRT adapter.
6. Prepare for the next sample.
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Figure 1. Taking a soil gas sample
for direct injection into a GC with
the PRT system.

